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• Expert underwriting systems
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MR. JOHN O, NIGH: Our well-informedpanelistsincludeDr. RichardBraun, second
vice presidentand medical directorat LincolnNational RiskManagement; James B.
Keller,chief actuary of IndividualLife Reinsuranceat LincolnNational;and Dr. Warren
Kleinsasser,senior vice presidentand medical director at Osbom Laboratories in
Shawnee Mission, Kansas. I am a principalin the Atlanta office of "l'illinghast,a
Towers Perrincompany.

I will begin with a discussionabout some approachesthat companiestake and some
issuesthat companiesface in establishingpreferred-dskunderwritingprograms. I will
alsotouch very briefly on some of the marketing, product design,and underwriting
considerationsfor joint and second-to-dielife insuranceproducts.

Jim Kellerwill then speak on establishingassumptionsfor preferred-riskprograms as
well as some of the marketplace issuesthat need to be considered. This will lead
into Dr. Braun'sdiscussionon expert underwriting systems, the need for consistency
in underwriting, and some of the pitfallsthat might be experiencedalong the way.
We will then finishwith Dr. Kleinsasser'spresentationon some of the developing
trends in testing techniquesand how those trends can be utilizedin the underwriting
process.

The first topic is preferred-risk underwritingprograms. Before a company should
embark on developingone of these programs,there are some basic but difficult
decisionsto make and questionsto answer. One of the firstquestions is, what
percentage shouldqualify? Obviously,the more liberalyour underwritingcriteria for
qualification,the higherthe percentage who will qualify. Similarly,the more conserva-
tive you are in establishingyour qualificationstandards, the lower the percentage who
will qualify.

What is your initialdefinitionof standard mortality? Considertwo companiesthat are
embarkingon the preferred-risk program. One company may be starting from an
impaired-riskperspective and another may be, for lack of a better phrase, a large

* Dr. Braun, not a member of the Society, is SeniorVice Presidentand Medical
Director of UncolnNationalRiskManagement in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

t Dr. Kleinsasser,not a member of the Society, is SeniorVice President and
Medical Director of Osbom Laboratoriesin Shawnee Mission, Kansas.
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Eastern conservative mutual company. Obviously, its beginningdefinitionof standard
is going to be different. And hence, its preferred-riskprofilemay alsobe different.

Finally,what will the relationshipbe of residualstandardsto preferreds? You might
say that's an obviousmathematical solutionto two simultaneousmathematical
equations. Often, however, we'll find that is not the case, becausethe residual
standards will exhibit different mortalitycharacteristics.

I will discusshypotheticalpreferred-riskunderwritingcriteriafor three companies. I'll
look at the first company in detail and then briefly run throughthe next two. I
separated the three companies' preferred-risk underwriting programsinto what I would
characterizeas average, conservativeand aggressive. By average, I mean that a
medium level of applicantswould qualify for the preferred-riskclassification.Conser-
vative means that a lower percentagewould qualify, and aggressivemeans that a
higher percentagewill qualify. Again, I'll cover the averagesomewhat indetail and
gloss over some of the more important points for the conservative and aggressive.

The first point is, I think, rather obvious. We're talking about going from a standard
to a preferred risk, so I think it should go without saying that a person must first
qualify as a standard risk. Company A requires no personal history of high blood
pressure, diabetes, cancer, coronary artery disease, or cerebral vascular disorder, as
well as no family history of coronary artery disease resulting in death before age 60.
This particular company also has a smoker preferred classification. But for non-
smoker preferred, there must be no tobacco use for at least 12 months.

There must be no drug or other alcohol abuse within the past ten years. There must
be no driving while intoxicated (DWl) or driving under the influence (DUI) citations
within the past five years, and no more than two moving violations within the last
year. All blood profile and urine results must be within standards. Furthermore, no
participation in any ratable avocations (Table 1) such as hang gliding and scuba
diving is allowed.

Weight cannot exceed certain limits. In this case, I'll direct your attention to the 5' 8"
male as a standard of reference as we go forward.

TABLE 1

Company "A" Guidelines - Average

Male Female

Height Weighta Height Weight"

5'4" 181 5'4" 177
5'8" 201 5'8" 196
6'0" 224 6'0" 220

aWeightsdonotexceedlimitsshownabove.

I'll review our conservative company - Company B - very quickly. Cholesterolmust
be 250 milligramsor less with a highdensity lipoprotein(HDC) cholesterolratio of
roughly 6. Resultsof the full drug screen must be negative. All parametersof blood
profilemust be normal. Umits includeno DWI violation and no more than two
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moving violations within the last three years. No ratable impairmentsand no cigarette
smoking for the past 12 months are allowed (no nicotinereadingsfor any reasons
whatsoever).

rye pointed out Company A's averageweight for a 5" 8" male. Table 2 highlights
some of the subtletiesin underwritingcriteria. ForCompany B, a 5' 8" male has to
weigh lessthan 157 pounds. However, if he exceeds that up to 15%, he can still
qualify, but must passa body fat test. Our male examplehere had to have 17% or
less body fat, and females must have 21% or less body fat. I run a lot of marathons
and I think mine is barely under 17%.

TABLE 2

Company "B" Guidelines- Conservative

Malea Femalea

Height Weight Height Weight

5'4" 135-145 5'4" 124-138
5'8" 145-157 5'8" 136-150
6'0" 157-170 6"0" 148-162

Medium frame

For Company C, the cholesterolworkup cannot exceed 300. That's a bit highby
standards.

Company C has an interestingfeature that can qualify applicantsfor the preferred-risk
category, but then they may be disqualifiedif they have any two violations: weight in
excess of limits; total cholesterolin excessof 250 for nontobaccouserand 230 for
tobacco user; family history of coronary artery diseaseresultingin death of immediate
family members before age 60 for nontobacco userand 70 for tobacco user; and an
unsatisfactory noncholesterolblood profile, electrocardiogram(EKG),or treadmilltest.

This leaves joint and secondto die alsoreferredto as joint or last to die. Here are
some of the highlightsof the marketplace, it tends to be an older age marketplace.
It's clearlypricedriven and design competitive. We'll talk about some of the design
characteristicssoon. Becauseof the older age of applicants,there tend to be multiple
impairments, implying impairedrisks. We'll get into that in underwriting in a moment.
Casestend to be very large. It's not unusualto have $30-50 millioncases. For
those companiesthat have retentionlevelsbelow say, even $10 million,their process
of obtainingreinsurancecan become very complex. As you can well imagine,the
process of assessingtwo livesjointly, undertaken by severalreinsurers,can result in a
many different underwriting standards beingimposed upon the direct writing
company.

Here are some of the basicdesign issuesthat are faced by companies inthe market-
place: the amount of basecoverage versuswhat is allowed on term riders. Compa-
nies that place a limitation on the amountof term-ridercoverage that can be issued
relative to the base coverageoften will find themselves at a compatitive disadvantage.
A good example of this is that a companythat allows only 50% of the total coverage
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to be rider coverage will not compare well against a company that will allow 90% of
the total coverage to come from the term rider.

Product performance, of course, is important in areas such as dividend scale and
credited interest rates.

The approach to rate determination can be important, even though theoretically a
cash method should procure the same level of premiums, but often they don't. Three
basic approaches are: (1) a combined table rating using a rating on each of the two
individuals; (2) age adjusting each individual and then combining those; and (3) using
an adjusted joint equal age.

My comments on design could probably fit under underwriting as well. And some of
my underwriting comments could also fit under product design. But some of the
common rules you'll see are that the second life cannot exceed a specified table or
rated age. For example, a number of companies that will impose a rule saying that if
the second life is rated higher than Table D or Table 4, they won't allow the policy to
be issued. Another rule that we'll see is that the combined adjusted ages, when
added together, cannot exceed a specified total. One example would be imposing a
rule in which the combined adjusted ages cannot exceed 185.

Next, I will address some underwriting issues. As I previously stated, there are
multiple impairments involved, so the underwriter needs to be versed in underwriting
impaired risk. Financial underwriting - we are again talking about very large cases -
is very important. It's particularly complex for the younger ages, say those who are
aged 40-55, where their future financial needs are unknown. It's difficult, The estate
needs might be $10 million, but the estate needs at age 65 very well could be $30-
40 million.

We're jointly assessing two lives, not two separate lives for two separate issues. This
process is more time-consuming and, therefore, more expensive than just underwriting
two lives separately.

I'll discuss some of the criteria I've heard companies use. A company won't issue a
policy to someone whose life expectancy is less than, say, two years. Curiously
enough, we'll see policies issued on individuals in which both are uninsurable by
single-life standards, meaning that both may exceed 500% extra mortality.

My final comment on underwriting is that many companies tend to be very aggres-
sive, and some companies tend to be particularly aggressive if the second life is
healthy.

MR. JAMES B. KELLER: Many of you, I'd be willing to speculate, offer a preferred
classification among your company's products. At the same time, I'd also suspect
that most of you aren't entirely comfortable that the marketing, underwriting, and
pricing of preferred products are all perfectly synchronized. And many probably don't
have absolute confidence in the resulting mortality assumptions. After discussing the
pricing, I'd like to briefly touch on: a potential problem with preferred products/
pricing, a future product design that solves the problem, but which requires a great
deal of skill in risk appraisal.
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PRICING OF PREFERREDCLASSIFICATIONS

Many of us have faced the challengeof pricingpreferreclproducts. The concept of
categorizingthe largenonsmokermarket makes sense- about 75% of all applicants
are nonsmokers- but decidinghow to make the latest spilt has been more difficult
than establishingcriteriafor smoker and nonsmoker products. Unlikethe first split,
little or contradictory researchfindingsexist to guideinsurersentering the new market.

In a typical mix of life insuranceapplications,approximately3% are declined and 4%
are rated substandard, Of the remaining93%, 15-25% are classifiedas standard
smokers, leaving approximately75% of all applicantsin one class: standard
nonsmokers.

Obviously,allsubgroupsofstandardnonsmokersdo notexhibitthesame mortality.
The mortalitycurveforthestandardnonsmokergroupmightbecharacterizedasa
bell-shapadcurve,asinChart1. Preferrednonsmokerplanssplitthislargeclassof

standard nonsmokers intotwo groups. Coordinating underwriting and pricingismore
crucialthan ever to effectivelydefine these groups.

CHART I

MortalityCurve for Nonsmoker Group

O
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Preferred products are common in the U.S., whether the product is term or perma-
nent. Forpermanent products,it's probablyeasiest to developpreferred nonsmoker
premium classificationsfor products with internalcost-of-insurancerates, making the
differentiation simplyby splittingthe rates.

The decisionon whether to developsuch a product is easy for some companies to
make, but quite difficultfor others. Unavoidableantiselection is a distinctconcern if
an undifferentiated nonsmokerproduct (i.e., no preferred class) is sold inthe face of a
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competitor's preferred nonsmoker product. Having more competitive premiums for
preferred risks and reducing antiselection are two advantages of developing a pre-
ferred nonsmoker product. The greater the competition, the more important these
advantages become, perhaps explaining why many companies with less-captive
marketing distribution systems quickly developed preferred nonsmoker products.

However, these advantages must be weighed against the disadvantages: higher
premium rates for nonpreferred nonsmokers, agent/applicant disappointment when an
application is not accepted on a preferred basis, agency pressure on underwriters, and
lack of related industry mortality studies. To alleviate this problem, a questionnaire
may be adopted to supplement the application form, which can help beth the agent
and applicant understand whether "preferred" is likely to be a possibility.

When designing a preferred nonsmoker product, a marketing decision must be made
concerning the desiredsplit of the standard nonsmoker class. What percentage do
you want to fall intothe preferred classification?20%? 50%? 8%? Usually,the
lower the percentage, the lower the expected mortality. However, a relativelylow
percentagequalifying may cause somemarketing/agentconcern and subsequent
disappointmentof your field force. A relativelyhighpercentage qualifyingmay be
easier to administer, but may result in an uncompetitive preferred product. Most
companies in the preferred risk market have found that successful preferred products
have roughly a 50]50 split between "residuals" and preferreds.

These marketing considerations should not be taken lightly. One company did an
excellent job of coordinating its underwriting and pricing, but forgot to include
marketing in the loop. This company designed a preferred nonsmoker product with
very competitive preferred nonsmoker rates, anticipating that only 30% would qualify
as preferred. Agent pressure mounted as many of their clients did not qualify for
preferred. Underwriters began to bend. Finally, actuaries repriced the product. Now
it is dealing with agents who are unhappy about the preferred rate increase.

Lessons can be learned by examining what happened when many companies initially
adopted a nonsmoker premium class in the eady 1980s. The underwriting criterion
ordinadly used to distinguish between smokers and nonsmokers was whether the
proposed insured had smoked a cigarette in the last 12 months. Initial efforts in
setting the mortality assumptions depended on some combination of data from U.S.
Surgeon General reports and the State Mutual and Sun Ufe experience studies. As
more companies moved from an aggregate product to smoker/nonsmoker-priced
products, a new trend emerged: companies that continued with their aggregate
products had a disproportionate concentration of smokers and hence were unlikely to
meet their aggregate mortality objectives.

A similar situation may be developing. If your company's competitors have a
preferred nonsmoker product and you don't, then your standard nonsmoker product
may end up with a disproportionate amount of "nonpreferred" nonsmokers.

How should the nonsmoker group be split to minimize disproportionate concentrations
of nonpreferred risks? What underwriting criteria should be used? How are the
corresponding mortality assumptions set?
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The standard nonsmoker class can be split numerous ways. The criteria to qualify as
a preferred nonsmoker can be restrictive, allowing a low percentage to qualify as
preferred, or, on the other extreme, loose or unrestrictive, permitting the majority of
standard nonsmokers to fall into what is called preferred. Regardless of what
percentage you wish to qualify as preferred, the utopian criteria would split the
standard nonsmoker class into two distinct groups, with each individual in the
preferred classification truly classifiable as having a lower mortality expectation than
those in the residual class (see Chart 2).

CHART 2

Mortality Curve for Preferred/Residual Nonsmokers
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Underwriters are responsible for determining what qualification criteria are practical,
including which cut points to use for each criterion in distinguishing preferred risk.
The process requires collaboration with the medical director and actuary, as well as
with marketing, to agree on the practicality and marketability of the underwriting
criteria. Underwriting factors and cut points must do more than just split the standard
nonsmoker class into two segments; the segments must be two distinct risk groups,
with one presenting more favorable mortality than the other.

The importance of this can be seen in an extreme example. You could designate all
individuals whose last names start with A through K as preferred, and individuals
whose last names start with L through Z as residual. The usual nonsmoker class has
been split into two groups (roughly a 50/50 split), but both groups present the same
mortality (Chart 3). Another less extreme example would be to use blood pressure
alone to define the preferred nonsmoker class. Alternatively, you could determine a
cut point that would roughly split the standard nonsmoker class into half preferred
and half residual. The preferred class would have lower overall mortality than the
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residual class (Chart 4), but many individuals in the preferred classification would be
expected to have higher mortality than many of those in the residual class.

CHART 3

Mortality Curve Wr_h 50/50 Split of Nonsmokers
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CHART 4
Mortality Curve of Nonsmokers
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In the utopian design, all individualsin the preferred classificationare more likelyto
have lower mortality than all individualsin the residualclassification. Such a perfect
split is unrealistic,but you may be able to come close to achievingit by requiring
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several qualification criteria and related cut points. Obviously, there will be trade-offs
between the utopian concept and simplicity in design. However, today's armamen-
tarium of underwriting requirements provides an ideal opportunity to determine a
preferred classification.

Legitimate underwriting criteria for determining preferred risk - in addition to cigarette
smoking - include coronary risk factors (e.g., blood pressure, pulse rate, timed vital
capacity, total cholesterol level and/or HDL cholesterol level, family history) and
"predictors" that traditionally determine debits and credits in assessing risk.

In examining many available preferred nonsmoker products we found underwriting
criteria based on factors such as any use of tobacco or nicotine chewing gum, build,
blood pressure, blood lipids, liver-function test findings, aviation, participation in
hazardous sports/avocations, occupation, motor vehicle record history, and a require-
ment of a lack of ratable conditions that result in more than 10 or 20 debits for any
impairment. "Hard" indicators (i.e., objective, measurable, verifiable) that produce
predictable results should be used to determine the risk, rather than "soft" indicators,
such as frequency of exercise or eating habits. Thus, preferred nonsmoker products
usually have a minimum policy size that corresponds to the company's
paramedical/blood-testing limits.

Unfortunately, no industry mortality study is available on preferred-versus-nonpreferred
classifications. There may never be such a study that is useful. Unlike splitting
aggregate products into smoker/nonsmoker, in which the industry generally agreed on
who qualified as a nonsmoker, creativity flourishes with little consensus on what
constitutes a preferred risk. As such, the likelihood of developing credible, homoge-
neous, induatrywide preferred nonsmoker mortality data with respect to certain
qualification criteria is unlikely. Even the latest nonsmoker/smoker industry mortality
studies are confounded by a disproportionate number of companies with preferred
nonsmokers in their "nonsmoker" experience, thus skewing the nonsmoker mortality
downward.

What, then, can you use to set mortality assumptions? If you start with standard
nonsmoker mortality, the percentage of applicants to fall into the preferred classifica-
tion and mortality relationshipsbetween residualnonsmokers and preferred non-
smokers,you can simply solvetwo simultaneousequations and set the mortality
assumptions. The first two pieces (standardnonsmokermortality and the percentage
of applicantsfalling into the preferred classification)are the easierassumptions.
Possibleresourcesto help determine the preferred/residualrelationshipwould include
protectivevalue studies of variousunderwritingrequirementsand certain impairment
mortality studiesand epidemiologicstudiessuch as the Fremingham Heart Study.

In estimating the mortality influence of selectioncriteda, it may be challengingto
extrapolate from cause-specificmortality to all-causemortality. For example, it's
generallyrecognizedthat low levelsof total serum cholesterol are associated with
relatively low coronary diseasemortality. However, it may not be as well recognized
that the low coronary mortality may be counterbalanced by relatively high cancer
mortality.
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For a given set of criteria, there will probably be marked differences in the residual and
preferred mortality by age. For example, if the criteria to become preferred are heavily
weighted in evaluating cardiovascular elements, older people will have a higher
residual-to-preferred mortality ratio than younger people. Conversely, if the criteda
discriminate more on accidental and other violent deaths, the residual-to-preferred
mortality ratio will be greater at the young ages than at the older ages.

PROBLEM

So what's the problem? As you are keenlyaware, preferredproducts do not all share
the same criteria. In trying to underwriteand price preferredproducts, we take the
standard mortality curve and split it into two distinct groups: preferred and residual,
as shown in Chart 2.

Even if we could underwrite and price a preferred product perfectly, an open market
can cause us to not meet our mortality or pricingobjectives. Forexample, if your
company introduced a preferredproduct as shown in Chart 2, another company could
design a more select preferredproduct, with a lower percentagequalifyingfor
preferred, and allother thingsbeingequal, have a more attractive price. The health-
iest of your preferred applicantswould go to your competitor, and you would retain
the least healthy of your preferredapplicants. With the healthiestpreferredsexcluded,
your mortality would no longerbe the mean of what you thought that you were
going to receive.

Another competitor could come out with a productthat is less stringentthan yours,
meaning that a greater percentagewould qualifyas preferred. As such, the healthiest
of your standard rate applicantswould be drawn to that competitor's preferred
product and you'd be left with the least healthyof your standard applicantsand
again, you would not meet your mortality expectations. The root of this problem is
competition, an openmarket, and differingpreferred criteria.

SOLUTION

The ultimate preferred product is a potential solution. V_/rththe ultimate preferred
product, semihomogenousgroupingsno longerexist. The underwriting action would
not assigna classificationsuch as standard nonsmokeror preferred nonsmoker,but a
mortality score. This mortality score would then be translated to the price or internal
cost of insurance.

Considerthe possibilities. No longerwould there be subsidizationof borderline
standard or borderlinepreferreds. No longerwould underwritersbe pressuredto give
one more "point" to be preferred. Competition could increasinglyfocus on underwrit-
ing assessment, not simplyprice. Refinements in underwritingdevelopment could
immediately changefuture "scores" and hence the price. Scary? Exciting? Yes!

Of course, various concerns also surface, such as the ability to produce rate books
with price ranges, administrative concerns, or various other regulatory/filing questions.
Probably the greatest challenge is the need for extremely precise and consistent
underwriting assessments. The ability to achieve this may rely heavily upon the
advantages offered by a knowledge-based system for underwriting.
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To help us better understand how this kind of underwriting could be done through
such a system, our next panelist is from a company that has developed and marketed
such a system. Dr. RichardBraunis secondvice presidentand medicaldirector of
LincolnNational RiskManagement. Thiscompany currentlymarkets the life under-
writing system, an individualmedical expenseunderwritingsystem, and will be
unveiling,in the future, a life and disabilityincomeclaimssystem. Uncoln National
Risk Management has currentlylicensedits underwritingsystems to 38 clients, with
16 alreadyutilizingthe system to underwritecases.

Dr. Braun'scredentialsare longand impressive. He received his medical degree from
the Universityof Maryland, and he is boardcertified in internalmedicineand insurance
medicine. He is a Fellow of the LifeManagement Institute (FLMI). He serves on the
Executive Councilof the American Academyof InsuranceMedicine (AATM), on the
Life Underwriting EducationCommittee, and on the ACLI medicalsection's Genetic
IssuesCommittee. He was recently namedchairmanof the LiaisonCommittee for
IntercompanyStudiesbetween the Societyof Actuaries, the Home Office Life
UnderwritersAssociation(HOLUA), the Institute of Home Office Underwriters (IHOU),
and the AAIM.

DR. RICHARD BRAUN: Fine-tuningof riskassessment, as mentionedin Mr. Keller's
presentation,is certainly one of the benefitsof knowledge-basedsystems, and we will
come back to it. But, before we do that, I want to presentsome backgroundto
providea frame of reference for the discussion. I have worked on UncolnNational
RiskManagement's patented underwritingsystem full-time for the past 3 1/2 years
and two years prior to that. It has beenvery excitingto see the explosionof activity
and interest in knowledge-basedsystemsduringthat time. In the last few years, the
attitude has changedfrom healthyskepticismto acceptanceof knowledge-based
underwriting systems as a competitiveadvantage. I would like to presentmy
perspectiveon how knowledge-basedsystemsare changingthe risk appraisalprocess
and where I see things headedin the future.

One of the first things that you must realizeis that the future in some companies is
the present in others. In other words, some companieshave been working on
implementingknowledge-basedsystems in the underwriting processand are in
production while other companiesare still evaluatingtheir options. But I would hope
that those of you who are utilizingthis technologywill benefit from this discussionby
my references to current trends. You shouldalsobe aware that knowledge-based
systems are changingthe face not onlyof insurancecompanies,but of many
businessesfrom accountingto retailing.

I would liketo make this as practicalaspossible,so I will focus on businessneeds
and how knowledge-basedsystems can addressthese needs. The implementation of
knowledge-based systems is a processthat needsto be coordinatedwith business
goals. The following is a list of needsfound in many insuranceorganizations,
followed by an individualdiscussionof that need: reduceexpensesand increase
efficiency (work smarter, not harder); improvecustomer service; improve the quality
of decisions;reduce or eliminateerrors;increaseemployee satisfaction;and increase
management information. There are organizationaland culturalchanges associated
with the implementationof knowledge-basedsystems that cause initialtrepidation, as
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any change to an organization does. Resolve and good planning are required to
implement these changes effectively.

The need to reduce expenses and increase efficiency is a constant in any business.
According to the 1992 L/fe Insurance Fact Book, the life insurance dollar is spent as
follows: 58.6% to benefit payments; 23.8% to additions to reserves; 2.2% to
special reserves; 4.5% as commissions to agents; 7% as home and field office
expenses; and 3.9% as taxes and dividends.

Knowledge-based systems reduce expenses primarily in two areas. First, the largest
potential saving is in the area of benefit payments. Expert impairment modules bring
consistency and expertise to the underwriting of medical risks, resulting in a reduction
in the largest expense category. Because the majority of company revenue goes to
pay benefrts, a small improvement in a company's mortality results should help the
bottom line significantly. Mortality savings are achieved through the use of knowl-
edge-based systems to reduce oversights. Underwriters occasionally have "bad
days," and minor errors in reinsurance coverage or the assessment of an impairment
can result in large claims for the company. Proper implementation of knowledge-
based systems will reduce the possibility of inadvertent mistakes, resulting in im-
proved mortality experience.

Consistency in the risk appraisal process is another vital benefit of knowledge-based
systems. Five different underwriters, underwriting the same case, using the same
expert impairment module, with the same company-specific mortality conversion,
should arrive at the same appraisal of the risk. This allows a company to adjust the
assessment of that risk and be assured that the changes will be uniformly imple-
mented. Most importantly, the top underwriting directors in the company control and
direct the process, ensuring that underwriting policy is in line with company goals.
Experienced underwriters can also be given the flexibility to make business decisions,
and these decisions can be tracked and studied. Expert impairment modules are well
recognized as training tools that teach the proper approach to a particular impairment.
Utilization of "expert systems" in general is well accepted as a method of elevating
the quality of the decisions of the user to the level of the experts who participated in
the design of the system. More experienced underwriters get the benefit of getting a
second opinion from the impairment module on complex or large-amount cases. And
finally, the risk appraisal process is improved by the more precise assessment of risk
that was mentioned by Mr. Keller in the earlier presentation. Knowledge-based
systems not only can assess the risk more precisely, but can convert that risk to a
rating appropriate for products having different pricing structures and associated
benefits.

Second, the introduction of knowledge-based systems acts as a catalyst for the
reengineering of the new business process, thereby reducing home-office expenses.
Companies are collecting the entire application as data. This allows them to automate
simple decisions, integrate existing systems so that a support person can handle
many processes from a single workstation, and reduce the number of people who
must handle an application. A percentage of case-approval decisions are made by the
system, allowing professional underwriters to work more efficiently on the more
complex cases. And requirements ordering is automated, reducing the expenses from
the field by eliminating unnecessary requirements. In some new business
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organizations, there has been a gradual buildup of procedural processes and interac-
tions with systems that has gradually diffused the focus away from customers and
onto procedures. Knowledge-based systems that are well planned and implemented
offer the opportunity to refocus on the customers and the vital relationships on which
our business depends. We are well aware that employees are the business, and any
implementation should have the goal of providing a challenge to the employee and
rewards commensurate with effort. The knowledge-based systems should assume
the bulk of the "drudgery" work and leave the employee with the "exceptions," the
challenging cases that require some problem solving. And, as personnel expenses are
reduced, the remaining people should share in greater rewards for working more
productively.

If you view the producer force as customers of the new business area, you can focus
in on improving service to the producer. Electronic applications collect application
information as data, and resident edits act to eliminate sending applications back due
to errors or omissions. Field processing allows immediate feedback as to require-
ments and likelihood of approval. Electronic data collection also allows for the
complete collection of information through the pyramid approach to collecting data
and impairment questionnaires when needed. E-mail and electronic statuting of cases
are services that save valuable time for the producers and make them feel more
connected with the home office. And quicker turnaround time in issuing policies
improves the likelihood that the policy will be placed and rewards the producer for
securing the business. According to the 1993 Life Office Management Association
(LOMA) survey of service turnaround times as reported in the Resource, the issue of a
fully underwritten case takes approximately 36 days. Jet issue takes 10-12 days.
By utilizing technology and knowledge-based systems, the fully underwritten case
turnaround can be reduced to approximately 20 days. And jet issue could be reduced
to one day. By raengineedng the new business process to take full advantage of the
knowledge-bssed technology, the fully underwritten case could be underwritten in
approximately 10-11 days. The limiting component will be the time that it takes to
receive requirements.

We can review the benefits of knowledge-based systems by reviewing the compo-
nents of the system and associating the benefrts with the component. Data entry in
the hands of the producer allows complete collection of information and editing to
ensure complete and accurate information. Screening and initial underwriting provide
requirements, ordering, and automated underwriting approval of appropriate cases,
thereby freeing the underwriters to concentrate their considerable skills on more
complex cases and producer relationship building. Process requirements is a system
component to allow the tracking of requirements and the entry of data from require-
ments that are not sent as data. The manual entry of data from requirements should
be greatly reduced or eliminated as the industry moves toward electronic data
interchange (EDI) as the preferred method of reporting requirement results. The
workflow management system acts as the catalyst for reengineering the processes of
the new business work flow and reduces the number of hands that come into
contact with a new application.

Information display and the impairment underwriting system are underwriting tools
that provide training in risk appraisaland consistency and improved accuracy of risk
selection. And finally, the management information and control component provides
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the ability to manage underwriting policy and study the effect of that policy on the
new business being written.

Some of the challenges that face us in the development of knowledge-based systems
that perform risk appraisalcan be categorized into two areas. First, processing
concepts such as occupation, avocation, or illness require large databases of possibili-
ties associated with a thorough knowledge of their effect on risk appraisal. And
second, impairment profiles or frames have already been developed, but they will
continue to be enhanced to store the essential information (associated with a concept)
that is needed in the risk-appraisal process.

We covered a lot about trends during our discussion of benefits of knowledge based
systems, but I would like to focus on four areas in which current activity will result in
significant industry changes dudng the next few years. First, more requirements will
be received as data. Notebook computing power is cheap and is getting cheaper.
Custom data collection, data entry by a vendor, and speed of delivery will be signifi-
cant competitive advantages to requirement vendors. All of these facts indicate that
the trend will be toward receiving and processing requirement data automatically. EDI
is already a prerequisite to doing business in auto manufacturing and financial
services. Everything from blood-profile results to urinalysis results can currently be
received as data. Eventually, electrocardiograms and attending physician's statements
may even come in as data (especially if current proposed changes to uniform report-
ing of insurance claims in the health care system come to fruition).

Second, there will be a continual improvement in the use of the data being collected.
As the focus moves away from implementation of knowledge-based systems toward
effective use of the data collected in these systems, the data will be processed into
information to better study allaspects of the business. Examples could include case
cost per underwriter, impairment mix by producer, proposed insured's income by
product, etc.

Third, the automation of the procedures and processes will provide better customer
service and ever improving turnaround time. And finally, the processing power will be
distributed to interface with the customer to provide improved data collection and
decision-making power at the point of event, resulting in improved placement rates.

It could be stated that there are three "functions" associated with most insurance

sales. The sales function is focused on locating a prospect and selling the person on
the appropriate product. The administrative support function ensures that the
necessary legal and administrative requirements are met in the application process.
And the risk-appraisal function assumes responsibility for equitably coordinating risk
with pricing to keep the company profitable. Electronic applications will be the
standard in the future. Knowledge-based systems will provide the sales producer with
administrative and risk-selection support, and only complex cases or cases with
outstanding requirements will require consideration by the home office.

DR. WARREN L. KLEINSASSER: I thought I would talk about a couple of specific
laboratory tools that have come along in the recent past to assist the underwriter.
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A couple of years ago, a tumor marker conference was sponsored by and for the
industry and was held in Bethesda, Maryland. And at that time, many people were
somewhat down on the tumor markers and their use in the underwriting process. Lo
and behold, during the last two years, due to developments in clinical medicine,
we've been almost forced, in many cases, to begin using a tumor marker -
prostate-specific antigen (PSA). I'd like to talk a little bit about that. And then I'd like
to follow with some discussion of alcohol markers, because I think these things will
be coming along very quickly. Many underwriters are already using them to some
extent.

Prostate cancer screening, as you're probably well aware, has become almost a cause
celebre. You see advertisements in papers that talk about free prostate cancer clinics,
where you can go in and get your test done at no charge. These results probably will
not end up in your regular medical record, and they very well could be a basis for
antiselection. In fact, we have seen some specific cases that have amounted to
millions of dollars in insurance applications and obvious antiselection has been
involved. The reason for this is that prostate cancer is the most common nonskin
cancer in men. And even though you have heard the statement, "Men die with, but
not of, prostate cancer," it is the second leading cause of male cancer deaths in the
United States. The reason you hear the previous statement is that so many more
people have it than die of it. But nonetheless, it is the second leading cause of male
cancer deaths.

The incidence over age 50 is said to be about 30%. If you get up into the 80-year
range, it approaches 80-85%. This data is based on autopsies, but autopsies don't
necessarily reflect the clinical spectrum of disease, because most of the autopsy
tumors are smaller than is thought to be significant. About 5% of autopsied tumors
are in the potentially significant range of 0.5-3.0 cms in size. This is the size that is
potentially curable. These comprise about 20% of cancer-screening series and only
about 5% of autopsy series.

One of the reasons men need something other than a digital rectal examination to
assess prostate cancer is because the prostate is located in such a position that it is
on both sides of, in front of, and in back of the urethra. And it cannot be reached for
the most part by the examining finger. About 70% of prostate cancers cannot be
reached with the digital rectal examination. And that's why you need some marker
other than a physical examination.

The problem with PSA is that it's not prostate cancer specific. It is prostate specific
but not cancer specific. It can be elevated in prostatic cancer and in prostatic
hypertrophy and even in acute urinary retention or urinary infection. There is good
recent evidence that physical examination, a digital rectal exam, has no real apparent
effect on the value. So it can be drawn at the same time as an examination.

Originally, the data that came out was not very impressive for PSA. An article
published by the American Cancer Society in 1989 said that for people who got as
far as prostate surgery because of symptoms and findings, the positive predictive
value of PSA was only in the 28-35% range. This would mean that in the asymp-
tomatic crowd, it probably would have a positive predictive value in the 5-10% range.
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On the other side of the coin, it's also known that as high as 48% of prostate cancer
will have normal values. Four is considered the upper limit of normal for PSA by test.
And almost half of the prostate cancers can have normal values. So it would tend to
miss a lot of cancers, which doesn't sound very good.

William J. Catalona's study in the New England Journal of Medicine showed that
41% of the patients with values just above 4 (in the 4-10 range) already had
extracapsular extension of the tumor. That means that they were not in an optimal
situation for cure when treated. And 10 is the limit that some companies within the
insurance industry are using for cutoff. So you can see that they are accepting some
risks. The other side of that coin is that if they didn't test, they wouldn't even know
that the risk was there. So they'd be missing it totally.

An interesting study compared patients to find out how many could be treated
surgically for cure. Between 1974 and 1984, the study found that 42.5% could not
be treated for cure. Of those, only 6.2% had a PSA test. That data was compared
from 1990 Jnwhich that number had dropped to 32%. But by then, PSA tests had
increased; over 70% of patients had them, which is indirect evidence that PSA may
be of value in catching disease processes earlier, when they are more treatable.

How good is the test? Catalona discovered that with a value of over 4, about 27%
of the group of 1,600 supposedly healthy men over age 50, did have a prostate
cancer when followed to completion. If you take a PSA value over 10 that percent-
age rises to 60%, meaning there is still about a 40% false-positive rate. SO it is not a
perfect test. In some respects, it is similar to mammography in women. Mammogra-
phy is, even though touted widely, not very sensitive or specific. Only about 10% of
the lesions found on mammography, when taken to surgery, prove to be cancerous.
On the other hand, mammography tends to miss about 10-15% of cancers. SO it is
not perfect either.

While PSA is not a perfect test, it has come a long way, and because of data from
Catalona and others, it has been increasingly used. Pathologists tell us that the
number of people using it is up hundreds of percent from what it was just two years
ago. We had a case in which a patient had a value of 53. The medical director
wrote a letter to this man saying that we had some information to transmit to his
doctor. He must have gone directly from the mailbox to the telephone, because
within 48 hours after sending the letter, he called the medical director asking, "Was it
my PSA? I've had it done twice in the last two weeks, and it was 54 and 52."
Well, that is an obvious case of antiselection.

Because of the problems with interpreting PSA, it is being interpreted in a couple of
different ways. One is to measure the size of the prostate gland on transrectal
ultrasound (TRUS). The amount of PSA that is in normal tissue versus the amount
that is in cancerous tissue is then known, and you can have a formula. Then you
take the PSA and divide it by the volume of the prostate to come up with a figure. If
that figure is over 0.15, there is a high risk of cancer, and if it's below that, or
certainly below 0.10, there is a very low risk.

This seems to work well in discriminating cancer from noncancer. But the problem is,
measuring of the prostate size with TRUS is not a good science yet. That may be
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one way of doing it, but there is another way of looking at PSA, and that's called
PSA velocity. Someone found that five years before there was any diagnosis of
cancer, all the values were indistinguishable between benign and prostatic tissue for
PSA. But those who subsequently went on to have a cancer had increases of 0.75
micrograms per liter per year; or, in one other study, an increase of 20% per year.
And in benign prostatic hypertrophy (BPH), the specificity was 90-100% for controls.
This is interesting because, even looking at values in the normal range, they found
that if that 0.75 were there per year or there was a 20% increase, one was at high
risk for cancer. If someone had a value of 2, and if he went from 2 to 3 within the

year, it was something to be quite concerned about. I suspect PSA velocity is
something underwriters will be looking at, because pathologists are now beginning to
give serial values of this on medical records, simply for this reason.

So, this is something that underwriters have begun to look at, and many companies
are now ordering PSA tests, especially for men over age 50, and especially for larger-
amount cases. And, of course, what's large amount to one company is obviously
different than what it is for other companies.

There are some other reasons. The American Cancer Society, the American Radio-
logic Society, the UrologicalSociety of America, and the American Society of Clinical
Oncologists have recommended that men over 50 should a digital rectal exam and a
PSA test done annually. So this is going to become even more of an antieelection
factor in the very near future.

There are some questions from an underwriting point of view. What cutoff are you
going to use? Are you going to use 10, in which case you'll miss well over half of
the cancers? A study dealing with bone scans revealed no positive bone scans in
1,300 cases if a cutoff of 8 were used, and only about 0.5 of 1% of positive scans
if 10 were used as the cutoff. So underwriters hope that if they get values between
4 and 10 and alert clients to these values, the clients will then go back to their
physicians for an examination and any appropriate treatment, and they will not only
have helped that person by discovering something early but they will also ease their
risk somewhat from an underwriting point of view. I think that's the reasoning that
goes into using values up to 10.

What do you do about abnormal values? Even if you ignore the 4-10 range and take
the case at standard, I think you still have an obligation to let that person and/or his
physician know about that value so that a workup can be done. The same applies to
deferred or declined cases. If a person has had cancer surgery, the PSA value should
really be down to 0 and should remain there. If it starts coming back up, you have a
recurrence on your hands.

So that's how underwriters are using PSA. I also want to talk briefly about alcohol
markers. As we all know, the goal of underwriting is basically to counter antiselection
and avoid overpricing (properly categorize the risk), but certainly to avoid unnecessary
declinations. I would pose that, with the way we've been underwriting alcohol
questions in the past, we've probably thrown the baby out with the bath in many
situations. And thrown out some good business, as well. The use of laboratory data
really should be a two-way street. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) data that
was published in July 1993 shows the ten leading causes of death for men aged
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2544. AIDS is coming up from the bottom. We do a good job of underwriting that,
with the testing that we do. We also do a good job of underwriting heart disease by
looking at cholesterol levels, electrocardiogram results, and family histories. However,
if you look at the ten leading causes of death, you'll see unintentional injuries or
trauma at the top of the list. Then you see cancer, suicide, homicide, chronic liver
disease, cerebral vascular disease, and the last is diabetes mellitus. All of these either
are caused by or are affected by heavy alcohol use.

Obviously then, alcohol becomes an important underwriting issue. It's also an
important financial issue. It's estimated that it will cost the United States $150 billion
in 1995 in terms of lost productivity, health care, and so on. A third of all acute-care
patients in hospitals have alcohol-related problems. And if you look at the causes of
death in trauma, you'll find that they range from homicide down to narcotics and
drownings, it's interesting that they're talking about laws for regulating how much
alcohol boat drivers can have. But also now in some states, including Minnesota,
they're talking about laws regulating the amount of alcohol a boat passenger can
have. This is because most drownings that occur during boating excursions happen
to people who fall overboard and aren't sober enough to swim.

So how effective is our trap for catching the chronic alcohol abuser? In the past, as
you know, we've used inspections and attending physicians' reports. The old saying
about attending physicians is, "If you wish to drink, find a physician who drinks more
than you do." Examiners haven't told us much about drinking since we've gone to
paramedical exams, because they don't feel the liver and they don't look for spider
angiornas, otherwise known as liver spots. And the only people who admit to
drinking are those who have quit. So we went to laboratory testing in the 1970s and
looked primarily at the liver enzymes gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT), asparate
transaminase (AST), and alanine transaminase (ALT).

There are many problems with those liver enzymes; they are seen in many different
tissues. In fact, some of them, AST for instance, are used to diagnose heart disease.
But you can also find them in red ceils and in skeletal muscle. Heavy exercise can
raise liver enzyme levels. GGT is also found in a number of different systems. And
their levels can be elevated in the circulatory system for several reasons. Probably
one of the biggest reasons is overproduction of enzymes due to medications affecting
AST, many of which are over the counter; there is everything from Tylenol to aspirin
to birth control pills, ibuprofen, Retin A, vitamin A, niacin, some of the antiinflammato-
ries, calcium channel blockers, and lipid-lowering agents. Many common things can
cause elevation. You have almost the same type of list for ALT as you have for
AST. There is also a long list for GGT, including many of the same over-the-counter
drugs. The problem with liver enzymes is that they have a very low sensitivity and
low specificity. If you calculate a positive predictive value in a population of 8%
heavy drinkers, you'll find a positive predictive value in the range of only 10-15%.
This implies that seven of eight cases with elevated liver enzyme levels are probably
not due to alcohol. SO we need a better souse trap.

We've discussed liver enzymes and decided they're not real good. We've thrown the
baby out with the bath. I'm not going to spend a lot of time on hemoglobin acetalde-
hyde-associated proteins (HAA) and lysosomal enzymes except to say that there are
many associated problems, particularly with lysosomal enzymes and false-positive
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results. Extremely wide variances occur from one day to the next within the same
person. There are data (I'm not going into detail on HAA) that show that at least
50% of cases would not be picked up. The industry is using a 10.4 cutoff, which is
extremely conservative, and from Charles M. Petersen's data, that would have meant
HAA was only about 10% sensitive. He's the patent holder on the test, and, I
suspect, does it well. So we at our lab are not convinced that HAA is very sensitive.
O. Niemala reports that HAA was only present in 63% of women who gave birth to
children with fetal alcohol syndrome. Pekka Sillanaukee also did not find it to be more
than 50% sensitive.

The other side of the coin is that Niemala and Sillanaukee both found that it could be

increased from one bout of drinking. So if you go out to dinner tonight and have too
many drinks, don't get your blood drawn until 48 hours have passed if you're going
to have an HAA test.

We decided that we would look further for a marker, and we did. We think we've
found it in something called carbohydrate-deficient transferrin (CDT) or desialotrans-
ferrin (DST). These are interchangeable terms in medical literature. It has been
investigated by 20 different organizations around the world, and all have published on
it. Virtually all of them come to similar conclusions: the sensitivities usually vary from
82% to 90% and the specificity is from 97% to 99% and is far better than any
other reported marker. I'm going to run through them quickly.

Basically, the CDT rises if a person has 60-80 grams of alcohol, that's four or five
drinks daily, for usually up to three weeks. A small female can raise her CDT level on
three drinks a day for as little as one week, but that's a lot of alcohol for a small
female. This is the same range of alcohol consumption in which cirrhosis develops if
drinking is prolonged. CDT is a stable marker. It remains elevated for two to four
weeks after cessation of heavy drinking. There is good evidence in the literature that
the liver enzymes can go up and down in a matter of 48-72 hours, so enzymes are
not very stable.

I mentioned the independent verification by so many different authors. Look espe-
cially at the specificities reported by all of these. Helena Stibler discovered CDT back
in the 1970s, specificity of 99%; A. Kapur, 97%; Ursula Behrens tested it across
different racial and ethnic populations and found 97% specificity; lan Kwoh-Gain,
97%; and O. Vesterberg, 97%. To quote Raymond F. Anton, M.D., who is working
at the University of south Carolina with the National Institute on Alcohol and Alcohol
Abuse, "It's the surest test so far for spotting heavy dnnkers." Our laboratory
checked it in an alcohol population under treatment and found that it picked up over
three times as many cases as did GGT.

If you calculate the positive predictive value when CDT is used as a reflex tool from
elevated liver enzymes, it will have a positive predictive value in the range of 95%.
BUt agents love it also because it has a negative predictive value of about 97.5%,
even with elevated liver enzymes. This means that the likelihood of detecting a
chronic, heavy alcohol user is about 1 in 40 if the test is negative.

Incidentally, we've developed a new methodology that is more cost effective than the
original. It is very much like HIV testing; we are now using an enzyme-linked
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immunosorbent assay (ELISA) test, which is confirmed by a Western blot. Other labs
are not confirming it. We are using the ELISA/Westem blot combination, and we
think it's highly specific. There are a few other causes for elevations: pdmary biliary
cirrhosis,which is a diseaseunderwriterswould want to know about anyway; heavy
exposureto organicsolvents,such ascleaningfluids, on a chronicbasis;1-2% of
nonalcoholicliver disease;and a few raregenetic disordersin which it goes up. One
occursabout 1 in 500 people. The other occursin about 1 in 800 people. But most
of those cases shouldhave normal liverenzymes.

If you have a normal CDT test resultin the face of abnormal liverenzymes, you still
have somewhat of a dilemma from an underwritingstandpoint. So we have gone
through a little mental arithmetic here in a way. Becauseunderwriting is a matter of
probabilities,what is the differentialdiagnosisof what's left? What's significantfrom
an underwriting point of view? We think hepatitis testing would follow from this. If
you take insuranceapplicantswith elevatedliver enzymes,about 5% of them will
either be positive for hepatitisB or C. And this is probablychronichepatitis. Chronic
hepatitis does carry some increasedmorality risk, which is significant. Some experts
say as many as a third of these people are dead within ten years, while others say
it's not quitethat bad. But there is debate going on.

SOwe set up a testing algorithm. V_rrthabnormalAST, ALT, or GGT, we proceedto
CDT testing. If the CDT test resultsare positive, we simply report that because of
the likelihoodof heavy alcoholusage. If it's negative, we go to the hepatitistesting.
If either one of those is positive, it is assumed that the hepatitis risk is involved. If it's
negative, then one must go through the mental exerciseof lookingat what might
have caused the enzyme elevationsinterms of medications as we discussed,
exercise,etc. One can go through a list of the differentialdiagnosisof elevated ALl-,
AST, and GGT and, from the informationyou alreadyhave, rule out most of these
things, or they're so extremely remote that they're very unlikely.

From the list for ALT elevations,with abetalipoproteinemia,one shouldbe ableto see
some other kind of lipidabnormalityon the bloodtests, such as a very low cholesto-
rollevel. Actinomycosis is very unlikelyand even if present, is treatable. We've
tested for AIDS and for alcoholism. There should be a respiratoryhistory with
alpha-l-antitrypsin deficiency,or early death in one of the parentsfrom respiratory
disease. Amoebiasis is very unlikely in someone who hasn't recently been to Asia,
and so on.

One can go through this whole list of differentialdiagnoses. My pointin saying this is
that, having gone throughthis exercise,you can then become more competitive in
your underwriting decision. The more competitive you become, obviously,the more
applicationsthat will be placed, which leadsto more premium dollarsand more
profitability.

So this is how I would suggest usingalcohol indicatorsto be more competitive inthe
underwriting of alcoholuse. And we have previouslybeen usingjust liver enzymes.
That's a quick summary of two of the tests that are already in the works with regard
to underwriting.
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MR. ROBERTA. GABRIEL: W'_h all of the risk-assessment indicators available, I'd like
to know if any of the panelists believe that sex distinction may not be necessary to
adequately assess a risk. Isn't there a high correlation between a person's sex and
indicators such as blood pressure, liver enzymes, triglycerides, cholesterol, and glucose
levels? If this is true, then sex may actually be redundant (even counterindicative) in
the risk-evaluation process.

DR. BRAUN: I would agree that some of the mortality difference between the sexes
can be related to the indicators mentioned in the question. Not all of the information
mentioned is collected in every case, making sex important in evaluating mortality.
Even when evaluating the results of an underwriting requirement, sex is important.
For example, if you are using conditional probability to evaluate the same elevated
liver enzyme levels in two young people, the probability of alcohol abuse would be
higher in the male than in the female, due to the underlying prevalence of alcoholism
in males. It does not necessarily follow that the female alcohol abuser has a propor-
tionally greater mortality risk than the male alcohol abuser. I would suggest that sex
distinction is still an important determinant of mortality risk.

MR. NIGH: My response would be just in regard to the product pricing. You expect
a longer mortality in women than in men, so it would seem to me that you would
need to know from that. I know there are unisex states, but the insurance industry
traditionally fought that, right? I would agree with Warren. Some things, like
coronary artery diseasein women, are worse. We don't generally underwrite it that
way, because a lower percentage of women have coronary artery disease early, but if
they do have it early, their mortality is a lot worse. So, yes, it's certainly helpful. I'm
not sure if that answers your question, but that would be my response.

MR. ROBERTC. PHILLIPS: I actually have three questions. One is for
Dr. Kleinsasser. Could you say something about the saliva test we're hearing so
much about? Has it disappeared off the screen because of the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA)? The second question is for Dr. Braun about the mortality rate
that you mentioned. Was that for all years, or was that in the first year of mortality
after issue, after the change was made? Also, to ensure consistency, does the
expert underwriting system depend to a large extent on procedures such as a
doctor's exam as opposed to the nonmedical applications sent in by agents?

DR. KLEINSASSER: I can answer the saliva question quickly. I think you're allaware
that the FDA had a hearing last December in which it considered the question of
saliva, especially with regard to HIV testing. It sent it back, basically to start over
again with regard to clinical studies and so on. And it set certain necessary criteria
that were not met by the manufacturer at that time; things like being able to validate
that you had an adequate and appropriate specimen at the time of collection and so
on. The data presented were somewhat questionable. I do know that one of the
manufacturers is back trying to get a collection kit approved by the FDA and is in the
process of doing new studies. I am unaware that the company is coordinating with a
manufacturer of an HIV kit as part of the study, and it's our understanding that a kit
be approved in addition to the collection device. So that raises some problems.

I know that we are working with a major manufacturer that will be doing studies
shortly on trying to get a device and a kit approved for saliva testing. But it's our
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best guessthat this is at least a couple of years or so down the line before there will
be any approval on saliva. In addition,I do know that the FDA went to one of the
salivakit manufacturers recentlyand told it that it could not even do testing, forget
human immunodeficiencyvirus (HIV), for any drugsof abuse,which would, of
course, includecocaine. It was alsotold to stopdistributingcollectionkits for that
purpose. So FDA is crackingdown on more than just HIV.

DR. BRAUN: Regardingthe first part of the question, the 7% improvement was for
the first year. The study was done the year after the system was implemented
Regardingthe secondpart, there are really two componentsto the consistency
offered by the system. First, the up-front portion offers consistency in the workup
and on actions on cases based on tables that the clientcompany completes. The
client company decideswhich underwritingrequirementsto buildinto the system.
The expert impairment modulesrequest a certain minimum amount of data; for
example, electrocardiogramtest resultsand an attendingphysician'sstatement on a
coronary case, Without the minimum requirements, the system may recommend
underwriting action, but the recommendationis tentative, basedon the lack of
information. It is then left up to the underwriter to get the informationor overridethe
recommendation and take an action without the minimum data.
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